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Transplanting the Picture Perfect Garden 
Most everyone has seen or visited a garden they wanted to have for their own. 
Here's help for “transplanting” that dream to your own yard - making all needed 
alterations along the way. 
 
I. Long, close look - Pinpoint specifically what you like, which may be: 
A. A particular plant or combination of plants 

1. Get the correct name(s) while you're there... 
 • The confusing world of common names is no place to start 
 • Always worth carrying a small notebook 
  - Name, sketch one flower, overall plant outline 
 • Got a smart phone? Use i.d. app (Picture This), or photo the tag. 
2. ...or hit the books! 
 • Find a similar flower in any picture book or search engine.  
  - Same petal count and arrangement of parts. 
  - Determine the similar flower's family 
  - In Hortus III, look up the family name - genera are listed 
          or plants.usda.gov or Royal Hort. Society Dictionary 
  - Back to the pictures, check each genus in that family 
3. Be sure to note names of non-bloomers around the attention getters 

 
B. A color scheme 

1. Warm colors 
 • Exciting, stimulating, attention-getting 
 • Reds, yellows, oranges 
 • What accent color used? 
 • Foliage colors also warm or an accent color? 
2. Cool colors 
 • Calming, cooling, relaxing, subtle 
 • Blues, violets 
 • What accent color/foliage color used? 
3. Is the scheme “you” or did the weather slant your judgment? 
 • Warm colors makes spring and fall feel warmer 
 • Cool colors are like a cold drink on a hot July day 
 • Warm colors jump, even at a distance 
 • Cool colors fade into shadow, distance, disappear at night 

 
C. A setting 
 1. All-important background 

 • Plants, buildings, structure, landforms 
  • Color and texture 

2. Moods created by lines (paths, bed shapes, etc.) 
 

D. Some help in the analysis 
 1. Compare the vision to other gardens 
 2. Copy, enlarge the picture, then cut & paste 
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II. Be realistic: what to reproduce exactly, what to modify 
A. Growing conditions make all the difference 

1. Don't settle for plants that tolerate your light 
2. Understand irreconcilable differences 
3. Groundwork is worth the effort 
 

B. How to pick a substitute plant 
1. Look first for a match to your site 
2. Shape and texture are key 
 - Back to the books - the ones with whole-plant outlines 
3. Color often comes last 
4. Don't settle: search, order, wait if need be 

 
C. Size and shape 

1. If you shrink the overall garden, consider shrinking the plants 
2. The shortest miniatures are the most precious 

 
D. Amount of maintenance required 

1. Don't be taken in by the ‘no maintenance’ conspiracy 
2. Time adds up, from: 
 • Size of bed (perennials = 1 hour / 100 sq. ft. / month) 
 • Type of plants (beware the stake-dependent) 
 • Health of bed (plants that tolerate also need doctoring) 
3. Species changes and smaller scale most economical moves 

 
III. Start your copy from the focal points that draw your eye 
A. Set the main focal points into the bed 
 
B. Move to the most important one 

1. Set in place the main plant or its substitute 
2. Frame it: flank, back-up, underline it or some combination 
3. Frame it again, until the group is complete 
 

C. Keep the mood of the garden in mind while you arrange 
1. Formal or informal - follow your vision, not your instinct 
2. Masses or singles - costly in several ways to rush it by crowding. 

 
IV. Give it time 
A. Perennials aren't instant. Tight planting helps but slowest can't be rushed. 

1. Weed, wow, wild years 
2. Stand-ins accepted, while star grows on in the wings? 
3. Make yourself and the plants a promise - no change for a year 

B. Even the best designers stumble: happy accidents are legendary 
 


